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7th International Conference on Language Documentation & Conservation

MARCH 6 • SATURDAY

7:30am – 9:00am National Science Foundation Office Hours
NSF Dynamic Language Infrastructure - NEH Documenting Endangered Languages (DLI-DEL) Office Hours
Please fill in your name and email address in this Google form if you are interested in attending office hours. 
Click the Video Stream button to join the office hours.

9:00am – 9:30am P Paper Q&A Session 1.8 
Session Chair: Sally Rice 
Presenters: Victoria Sear, Benjamin Chung, Meryl Amos DeLorey-Tully, Alexander Rice, Bélgica Jasmín Dagua
Toquetón, Emmanuel Ihechi Asonye, Aniefon Akpan
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Resources for Reclamation: Creating a Relational Dictionary Knowledgebase  (Victoria Sear, Benjamin Chung,

Meryl Amos DeLorey-Tully):
•We discuss the development of a publicly-accessible online knowledgebase relating to existing print and online
dictionaries of Indigenous languages across North America. This knowledgebase is part of the larger Relational
Lexicography project which fills an existing resource gap through the development of resources for people
undertaking community dictionary projects. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Collaborative corpus work at a distance: Building a remote workflow around YouTube  (Alexander Rice, Bélgica

Dagua Toquetón):
•We present a remote corpus-building workflow, which relies on YouTube as the primary platform for
transcription/translation, of our Amazonian Kichwa documentation project. We discuss—from the researcher’s and the
community member’s viewpoints—important considerations around YouTube and reflect on how the workflow
facilitates capacity building, community engagement, and relationship building. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Gesture in Numerals in Three Indigenous Nigerian Sign Languages  (Emmanuel Asonye, Aniefon Akpan):

•This study investigates if and how much conventional gestures can be found in three indigenous Nigerian sign
languages. Data discussed in this study is generated from the Indigenous Nigerian Sign Language Documentation
Project of Save the Deaf and Endangered Languages Initiative and the Nigerian National Association of the Deaf.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

9:00am – 9:30am P Paper Q&A Session 2.8 
Session Chair: Tracy Hirata-Edds 
Presenters: Florian Lionnet, Sandrine Loncke, Scott Smith, Leanne L Hinton, Carly Tex
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Deepening Relationships in Order to Document and Promote our African Languages  (Scott Smith):

•In 2018 and 2019, the Equatorial Guinea government partnered with five non-governmental organizations, focusing
on language planning and documentation for six local languages. This paper will report on the work and conclusions of
these two Workshop events, and summarize the 25 years of crucial relationship-building between these six
collaborating agencies. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Zooming through the Pandemic with the Advocates for Indigenous California Language Survival  (Leanne

Hinton, Carly Tex):
•In the face of this world Pandemic, the Advocates for Indigenous California Language Survival has adapted by
holding its events on Zoom. With a virtual Breath of Life Archival Institute and bi-weekly Master-Apprentice training
sessions, we have found benefits in virtual language work that will outlast COVID-19. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

What if Babel was just a Myth? (2019, 55') ( Florian Lionnet, Sandrine Loncke)

Documentary film presentation
Following Florian Lionnet documenting a language isolate in southern Chad, the film goes out to meet villagers and
explore their relation to languages. People in this part of the world speak between five and seven languages. Could it
be that multilinguism is the ‘natural' state of humanity? And for how much longer? [FILM LINK]
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9:00am – 9:30am P Paper Q&A Session 3.8 
Session Chair: Anna Belew 
Presenters: Nathan Wendte, Oliver Mayeux, Elisabeth Pierite, Meg Harvey, Andrew Abdalian, Tyler A Whitaker,
Donna Pierite, Richard Hatcher, Robert Jimerson, Emily Prud'Hommeaux, Karin Michelson
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Demystifying the Reclamation of Reawakening Languages: A Case Study of Tunica  (Elisabeth Pierite-Mora,

Meg Harvey, Andrew Abdalian, Tyler A. Whitaker, Nathan Wendte, Donna Pierite):
•This talk looks at the design of a series of Workshops aimed at demystifying the processes behind reawakening the
language Tunica and providing community members a variety of ways to participate in the process as innovators and
creators, even if they don’t have time to devote to consistent participation. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Kou-d-min pou Kouri-Vini: Helping Hands for Louisiana Creole  (Nathan Wendte, Oliver Mayeux):

•The web of relationships encompassed by language revitalization is often simplified according to linear models and
binary oppositions. This paper presents the authors’ experiences navigating the nested, multi-party relationships
associated with Kouri-Vini (aka “Louisiana Creole”), a French-based creole traditionally spoken in the Gulf South
region of the United States. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Corpus Phonetic Investigation into Seneca Accentuation  (Richard Hatcher, Robert Jimerson, Emily

Prud'Hommeaux, Karin Michelson):
•Patterns of accentuation in Seneca represent a significant hurdle to adult learners. Previous analyses of accenting in
Seneca have required knowledge of the reconstructed forms to compute the location of accent. This research
represents an initial attempt to describe Seneca's accentuation patterns using corpus phonetic methods.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

9:00am – 9:30am P Paper Q&A Session 4.8 
Session Chair: Shobhana Chelliah 
Presenters: Peter Hill, Elyssa Sierra Concha, Joana Jansen, Robert Elliott, Janne Underriner, Judith Fernandes,
Marnie Atkins, Keegan Livermore, Brittany Parham
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Living Legends: Adapting Centuries-Old Lakota Stories for Use in Contemporary Educational Settings (Peter

Hill, Elyssa Sierra Concha):
•This paper details how our immersion program has edited and tailored transcriptions of traditional Lakota stories from
the pre-reservation era for use as learning materials by new generations of Lakota learners. Furthermore, this can be a
model for such adaptation in other language regions. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Recalibrating Relationships: New Roles for University/Community Partners in Pandemic Times  (Joana Jansen,

Robert Elliott, Janne Underriner, Judith Fernandes, Marnie Atkins, Keegan Livermore, Brittany Parham):
•While change can be disruptive, it provides an opportunity to re-envision our work. This presentation describes how
our university institute evolved during CoVid 19 by re-calibrating the roles of University and Community partners, and
is aimed towards those hosting online events and/or intending to change the dynamics of partnerships.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]
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9:00am – 9:30am P Paper Q&A Session 5.8 
Session Chair: Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins 
Presenters: Sadaf Munshi, Amina Mettouchi, Jonathan Charles Paramore, Karolina Grzech
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available. 

Auto-Documentation: Recognizing new relationships (Amina Mettouchi):

•Being researcher-centred, even when they are collaborative, usual documentation models face various challenges. I
propose an alternative, complementary, community-centred framework: auto-documentation, in which the
speaker/community is fully agentive, using locally accessible, and culturally anchored methods and tools to build their
own body of recordings, without external expertise or funding. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]
[Auto-documentation website]
[Amazigh Languages YouTube channel ]
[Endangered Amazigh Languages Facebook page]
[Langues amazighes en danger Twitter account]

From speakers to stakeholder: Ecuadorian experiences in collaborative language documentation  (Karolina

Grzech):
•This talk discusses recent language documentation projects in Ecuador, focusing on those envisaged as
collaborative. It surveys their design, methods and results, creating a catalogue of good practice in collaborative
documentation. The findings are relevant not only to Ecuador, but also to language endangerment situations in Latin
America and beyond. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

The Life of a File from Creation to CoRSAL: An Interdisciplinary Approach to Managing Language
Documentation Materials (Jonathan Paramore, Sadaf Munshi):

•This paper addresses issues of data management for documentation projects and suggests that a strong relationship
with a repository is the key to effective preservation of language data. Using the Mankiyali project as a test case, we
discuss strategies for choosing a repository and collaborating to prepare data for archival. [PRESENTATION VIDEO
LINK]

9:45am – 11:15am T Talk Story 1 
Presenters: Cheryl Tuttle, Kate Lindsey, Tinah Dobola, Kayla Begay, Jorge Emilio Rosés Labrada, Badiba Olivier
Agodio, Octavio León Vázquez, Iara Mantenuto, Jerry Rain, Katerina Rain, Hannah Sande
Note that this session is limited to 50 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Collaboration, communities, and relationship-building: Pushing the conversation forward  (Badiba Olivier

Agodio, Kayla Begay, Tinah Dobola, Octavio León Vázquez, Kate Lindsey, Iara Mantenuto, Jerry William Rain,
Katerina Rain, Jorge Emilio Rosés Labrada, Hannah Sande, Cheryl Tuttle):
•In this Talk Story, five international teams of community members and linguists will encourage discussion around
collaboration and relationship-building in documentation and revitalization. Attendees will consider how relationship-
building informs the types of data collected and outputs produced, how to teach collaboration, and how to center
community voices.

9:45am – 11:15am T Talk Story 2 
Presenters: Kari Chew, Lokosh (Joshua D Hinson), Juliet Morgan
Note that this session is limited to 36 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Enacting Relationality in Online Indigenous Language Education (Kari Chew, Lokosh, Juliet Morgan):

•This Talk Story focuses on enacting relationality in online Indigenous language education. As scholar-practitioners
who have developed an online Indigenous language course, we will engage participants in discussion about
relationality in virtual spaces. This session will interest new and experienced online Indigenous language educators.

9:45am – 11:15am T Talk Story 6 
Presenters: Vasiliki Vita, Pierpaolo Di Carlo, Margaret Chenemo, Katarzyna Kordas
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Developing relationships between public health specialists, linguists and indigenous communities  (Vasiliki

Vita, Pierpaolo di Carlo, Margaret Chenemo, Katarzyna Kordas):
•This Talk Story aims at encouraging an interdisciplinary dialogue on the importance of developing a network of health
specialists, linguists and indigenous community members for the fight against health issues faced by indigenous
communities around the world, with virALLanguages as the launching point.

event/e6f30b017f979ff0f4e08e0866b5ff3e
https://youtu.be/bijKRVH22-g
https://llacan.cnrs.fr/amazigh/
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https://www.facebook.com/yaminamettouchi/
https://twitter.com/BerbereEphe
https://youtu.be/vMtAwyKg3C4
https://youtu.be/DvETXm6EypQ
event/cbec894628086163d926e89d1833cb85
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9:45am – 11:15am W Workshop 1 
Presenters: Kyle Napier, Lana Whiskeyjack
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

The Spirit of the Language  (Lana Whiskeyjack, Kyle Napier):

•Indigenous language speakers and learners understand the importance of the ‘spirit of the language’ in language
revitalization, reclamation, and acquisition. Workshop participants will discuss the spirit of their language, causes of
disconnect from the spirit of the language, and community-proposed ways to reconnect to the spirit of the language.
(SESSION RECORDING)

9:45am – 11:15am W Workshop 4 
Presenters: Ben Foley, Nicholas Lambourne, Daan van Esch, Nay San
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Semi-automated transcription for Language Documentation with Elpis  (Ben Foley, Nicholas Lambourne, Daan

van Esch, Nay San):
•Transcription is a bottleneck in language documentation and is often done by linguists, rarely by community
members. This workshop shows how to use Elpis, a user-friendly tool that provides a best-guess" transcription to edit.
Using Elpis can make it easier for community members to transcribe their recordings.
(SESSION RECORDING)

9:45am – 11:15am W Workshop 8 
Presenters: Pierpaolo Di Carlo, Rachel Ayuk Ojong Diba
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.

How to document small-scale multilingualism? Theory and practice of an emerging approach to language
documentation (Pierpaolo Di Carlo, Rachel Ayuk Ojong Diba):

•Competence in multiple languages spoken in neighboring communities is a widespread feature among speakers of
endangered languages. Small-scale multilingual practices can be revealing of relationships that a monolingual
approach to language documentation would obscure. This workshop will provide both theoretical grounding and
practical suggestions for the documentation of such practices.
(SESSION RECORDING)

event/55062bc059eafe31079ab1a0d359b8ea
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11:30am – 12:00pm P Paper Q&A Session 1.9 
Session Chair: Ruth Singer 
Presenters: Brook Danielle Lillehaugen, Felipe H. Lopez, George Aaron Broadwell, Janet Chávez Santiago, Laura
Curiel, Xóchitl M. Flores-Marcial, Moisés Garcta Guzmán, Noél Alejandro García Juárez, Rogelio Hernández
Sernas, Eloise Kadlecek, Collin Kawan-Hemler, Edith Matías, Yaneth Molina, May Helena Plumb, Aurora Sanches
Gomes, Ignacio Santiago, Sandra Sernas, Maria Velasco-Vasquez, Sʔi ́m ̓laʔxʷ Michele Kay Johnson PhD,
St ̓aʔqʷa ́lqs Hailey Causton, Krista Lindley, Joshua Schwab Cartas
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Caseidyneën Saën: The collaborative creation of open educational materials as a pedagogical practice and
act of resistance (George Aaron Broadwell, Janet Chávez Santiago, Laura Curiel, Xóchitl M. Flores-Marcial, Moisés

García Guzmán, Noél Alejandro García Juárez, Rogelio Hernández Sernas, Eloise Kadlecek, Collin Kawan-Hemler,
Brook Danielle Lillehaugen, Felipe H. Lopez, Edith Matías, Yaneth Molina, May Helena Plumb, Aurora Sanches
Gomes, Ignacio Santiago, Sandra Sernas, Maria Velasco-Vasquez):
•Caseidyneën Saën is an open educational resource on Colonial Zapotec created by activists, educators, academics,
and students. In this multilingual presentation, we interrogate the relationships within this diverse team and show how
collaborative, community-embedded work can serve both pedagogical roles and activist agendas within higher
education and transnational Native communities. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Real barriers, real solutions: grassroots activists creating Nsyilxčn fluency  (Sʔímlaʔxʷ Michele Johnson,

St ̓aʔqʷálqs Hailey Causton, Səxʷt ̓um ̓s Krista Lindley):
•N ̓syilxčn ̓ is critically endangered and calls for radical methods. We formed a full time language domain with adults
and children. We teach adults in small groups, following sequenced curriculum. In the nest we learn through play in
full immersion. We record Elders. We openly discuss barriers and realistic solutions. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Learning to Live Our Language: Zapotec Elders and Youth Fostering Intergenerational Dialogue through
Cellphilms (Joshua Schwab Cartas):

•Binni Cubi, our Indigenous Zapotec media collective alongside elders in Union Hidalgo, Mexico, have developed an
educational strategy for Indigenous language re-awakening that centres on youth, embodied ancestral practices and
participatory visual method of cellphilming. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

11:30am – 12:00pm P Paper Q&A Session 2.9 
Session Chair: Patricia A. Shaw 
Presenters: Moira Saltzman, David Mark Eberhard, Daniel Duke, Simon Bird
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.

‘Alongsiders’: walking alongside language communities in Community-based Language and Identity
Development (David Eberhard, Daniel Duke):

•The idea of “walking alongside” is used as a model for better collaboration between the various stakeholders in
language development. A series of resources called Community Based Language and Identity Development (CBLID)
are presented. The participatory methods involved help language communities make plans for the future of their own
language. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

A double-edged sword: Is Social media merely a distraction or does it have a meaningful role in Indigenous
Language Revitalization? (Simon Bird):

•As creator of the Facebook group, #CreeSimonSays, with over 18,000 group members, it is evident that social media
can potentially be an effective tool in the area of Indigenous Language Revitalization (ILR). While social media was
created to easily connect, are these connections too superficial to grow meaningful roots in ILR? • Is social media an
effective tool for Indigenous Language Revitalization? • What are the limitations of utilizing social media when it comes
to teaching Indigenous Languages as a means of promoting Indigenous Language Revitalization? • What precautions
should be taken when using social media for Indigenous Language Revitalization? [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Jejueo talking dictionary: A collaborative online database for language revitalization  (Moira Saltzman):

•Jejueo is a critically endangered language indigenous to Jeju Island, South Korea. This paper describes the
development of the Jejueo Talking Dictionary, a free online multimedia database which may serve diverse user
communities as a tool for language acquisition and as a repository for oral history and ceremonial speech.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

event/6eadb35491c5bf4e150df7a054ba815f
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11:30am – 12:00pm P Paper Q&A Session 3.9 
Session Chair: Jeff Good 
Presenters: Ruth, Tye Swallow, Anna Belew, JsiṈten John Elliott, Selemten Lou Claxton, Seliliye Belinda Claxton,
Anter Elliott, Megan Supernault, PenÁĆ David Underwood, Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins, Ȼosiniye Linda Elliott,
StolȻeȽ Oren Elliott
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Emotion and Motivation in Language Reclamation  (Ruth Rouvier):

•I draw on ethnographic interviews with Yurok language learners and teachers to examine how their language
ideologies and emotions impact their language learning experience. I explore the ways that these stances interact with
and emerge from speakers’ personal histories and experiences, as well as from traditional and modern cultural
practices. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Towards a Revitalization Helpdesk: A digital platform for knowledge-sharing and relationship-building  (Anna

Belew):
•In many parts of the world, language revitalization practitioners work in isolation, with limited access to information
and community. This paper presents the forthcoming ELP Revitalization Helpdesk, an online gathering place for
revitalization workers to find helpful information and guidance, and build supportive relationships with other global
language communities. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]
[ELP SURVEY LINK]

ÁȽȻEȽ SĆȺ: Intersecting relationships in sustainable language reclamation  (JsiṈten John Elliott, Ȼosiniye

Linda Elliott, Selemten Lou Claxton, Seliliye Belinda Claxton, Anter Elliott, StolȻeȽ Oren Elliott, Megan Supernault, Tye
Swallow, PenÁĆ David Underwood, Ewa Czaykowska-Higgins):
•Indigenous Research Methodologies stress relationships and relational accountability as central to conducting
research in a good way. Similarly, the importance of relationships is recognized in linguistic scholarship on
collaborative, community-based practice. Illustrating intersecting networks of relationships in our community-steered
language-reclamation project, we demonstrate the significance of strong, dependable, respectful relationships.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

11:30am – 12:00pm P Paper Q&A Session 4.9 
Session Chair: Shobhana Chelliah 
Presenters: Sadaf Munshi, Sarah Babinski, Claire Bowern
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Contemporary Digital Linguistics and the Archive: An Urgent Review  (Sarah Babinski, Claire Bowern):

•We conduct a preliminary review of issues that arise when conducting research with digital archives, using materials
from 23 collections. While some standards are widely used, in other ways archival practices fall short. We suggest a
preliminary set of protocols and simple file validation tools to address these problems. [PRESENTATION VIDEO
LINK]

Documentation of Minority and Low Resource Languages: Towards Building a Global Infrastructure and
Capacity (Sadaf Munshi):

•The objective of this ongoing documentation project is to develop a research, training and capacity building effort that
can address the problem of endangered languages more widely and more effectively. This will entail helping improve
upon the existing resources and methodological frameworks for long-term sustainability of language resources.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

event/e2e8e53e1dfe5a7cb2024a69231bceea
https://youtu.be/N1ABeZ6UblU
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Room 511:30am – 12:00pm P Paper Q&A Session 5.9 
Session Chair: Tracy Hirata-Edds 
Presenters: Yi-Yang Cheng, Mary Linn, Nubantood Khalil, Bertille Baron Obi
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Sustaining Minoritized Languages of Europe (SMiLE) II: Impact from case studies in community responses to
revitalization (Mary Linn):

•This paper focuses on the impact of the SMiLE ethnolinguistic research in six European communities, using critical
understanding, connecting people and communities, increased educational opportunities, and public awareness to
measure impact. The paper concludes with the importance of gathering and showing community impact as a research
outcome. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

Developing language learning tools for Nobiin  (Nubantood Khalil, Bertille Baron):

•Nobiin is an endangered Nilo-Saharan language indigenous to southern Egypt and northern Sudan. This project
participates in revitalizing the language by developing a series of online-based and easily accessible learning materials
to facilitate the learning of Nobiin and contribute to its promotion among heritage speakers and language enthusiasts.
[PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

From Mayrinax Atayal to Matu'uwal: Recognizing relationships among language activists, language
community and documentary linguist in the documentation of a well-studied" Formosan language (Yi-Yang

Cheng):
•We introduce a collaborative project led by a Matu’uwal (Atayalic, Austronesian) language activist, who is both a
language teacher and an amateur Facebook vlogger. The project showcases a model that connects parties
contributing to the shared goal of preserving naturalistic speech records from a relatively “well-studied” indigenous
language of Taiwan. [PRESENTATION VIDEO LINK]

event/4327c1c4d8442d02c961051e81e0fb67
https://youtu.be/6pD2xR0Fpbk
https://youtu.be/tzz7rJ1f5_U
https://youtu.be/dYyzhMt5_2c


Room 112:30pm – 4:00pm H He ʻŌlelo Ola Hilo Field Study
This session will have live American Sign Language Interpretation, English captioning, and French and Spanish
interpreting available. 

The 2021 He ʻŌlelo Ola Hilo Field Study will be conducted as a virtual Hawaiian language revitalization experience at
two separate times within the schedule of the ICLDC Conference. It will include virtual visits and live panel discussions
about the foundations of the Hawaiian language reclamation movement through Hawaiian medium education that
currently advances the life of a threatened Hawaiian language.

Opening Video & Remarks
He ʻŌlelo Ola Field Study 2021 begins its second day with an overview of topics for the day as well as webinar
housekeeping.

Presentation 2.1 - "Ka Haka ʻUla O Keʻelikōlani College of Hawaiian Language"

[PRESENTATION 2.1 SESSION RECORDING]

Presentation 2.2 - "Kahuawaiola: The Hawaiian Language College's Teacher Education Program"

[PRESENTATION 2.2 SESSION RECORDING]

Special Panel 2.1 "Graduates Building Language Capacity and Expanding into New Domains"

[SPECIAL PANEL 2.1 SESSION RECORDING]

Special Panel 2.2 "Fostering Relationships with Other Indigenous Language Communities"

[SPECIAL PANEL 2.2 SESSION RECORDING]

Presentation 2.3 "Hale Kuamoʻo: Hawaiian Language Center at UH Hilo"

[PRESENTATION 2.3 SESSION RECORDING]

Presentation 2.4 "Ulukau and Hua Maka"

[PRESENTATION 2.4 SESSION RECORDING]

Video Presentation 2.1 "Kaniʻāina, Voices of the Land"

[VIDEO PRESENTATION 2.1 SESSION RECORDING]

Presentation 2.5 "ʻImiloa Astronomy Center"

[PRESENTATION 2.5 SESSION RECORDING]

Closing Remarks & Video
He ʻŌlelo Ola Hilo Field Study 2021 concludes its final day of events with a recap on discussion and a short video
recap of the Hawaiian language movement in Hilo.

event/ae41dcc106027e2168c5a6c1680f007a
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https://www.mokuolahonua.com/resources/language-policy-and-advocacy/2021/3/24/he-lelo-ola-2021-special-panel-21-graduates-building-language-capacity-and-expanding-into-new-domains
https://www.mokuolahonua.com/resources/language-policy-and-advocacy/2021/3/24/he-lelo-ola-2021-special-panel-22-fostering-relationships-with-other-indigenous-language-communities
https://www.mokuolahonua.com/resources/language-movements-history-background-and-approach/2021/3/24/he-lelo-ola-2021-presentation-23-hale-kuamoo-hawaiian-langauge-center-at-uh-hilo
https://www.mokuolahonua.com/resources/language-movements-history-background-and-approach/2021/3/24/he-lelo-ola-2021-presentation-24-ulukau-and-hua-maka
https://www.mokuolahonua.com/resources/language-movements-history-background-and-approach/2021/3/24/he-lelo-ola-2021-video-presentation-21-kaniina-voices-of-the-land
https://www.mokuolahonua.com/resources/curriculum-lessons-and-program-examples/2021/3/24/he-lelo-ola-2021-presentation-25-imiloa-astronomy-center
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4:30pm – 6:00pm T Talk Story 3 
Presenters: Bryn Hauk, Ruth Singer, Lina Hou, Shobhana Chelliah, GARRY EARL-SPURR, Clifton Girgirba
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Resilient relationships: Lessons from working collaboratively at a distance  (Bryn Hauk, Ruth Singer, Lynn Hou,

Shobhana Chelliah, Duke Earl-Spurr, Clifton Girgirba):
•This Talk Story facilitates conversations on the success and challenges of carrying out language projects and
maintaining relationships at a distance. Together we build a collaborative written record of lessons learned from the
current pandemic, which can serve to guide future language documentation projects where distance is a factor.

4:30pm – 6:00pm T Talk Story 4 
Presenters: Kamuela Yim, Kalehua Krug
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Ahu Kupanaha ka Lā i Mānā: Facing the Challenge of Online Indigenous Language Immersion Schooling
(Kalehua Krug, Kamuela Yim):
•This Talk Story presentation is designed to critically analyze and discuss the potential relationships necessary, during
and following the current pandemic, between indigenous language revitalization institutions and state educational
systems to address the integrity and appropriateness of 100% Virtual online learning models for indigenous language
revitalization.

4:30pm – 6:00pm T Talk Story 5 
Presenters: Ake Nicholas, James Uri-Puati, Yvonne Underhill-Sem
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Approaches to prescriptivism in language revitalization  (Sally Akevai Nicholas, James Uri-Puati, Yvonne

Underhill-Sem ):
•What is the role of prescriptivism in language revitalization contexts? How do we navigate the potentially competing
interests or preferences of teachers, learners and linguists while caring for the complex relationships between
language revitalization stakeholders and supporters?

4:30pm – 6:00pm T Talk Story 7 
Presenters: Haoyi Li, Kathrin Kaiser
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Reflection and collaboration for culturally responsive visual design in language resources  (Haoyi Li, Kathrin

Kaiser):
•What should a language tool look like? In this session, we invite participants to reflect on the cultural implications of
user-interface design and the impact of visual conventions on language learning. We will work with a toolkit which
facilitates collaboration between communities and external stakeholders to co-develop visually enriched resources.

4:30pm – 6:00pm W Workshop 2 
Presenters: George Hayden, Claire Bowern, Sue Hanson, Denise Smith-Ali
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Revitalization at a distance: Engaging digital archives for language reclamation  (Claire Bowern, Susan Hanson,

George Hayden, Denise Smith-Ali):
•This workshop describes how to run a grammar "boot camp", for intensive sketch grammar writing and academic
linguists working with communities at a distance. We cover the rationale, general setup, and sample workflows. This
facilitates long distance collaborations and use of archival materials.
(SESSION RECORDING)

event/2f6209eb3ee80eaca91d8cad6254dfe3
event/0c267eccd216c41dfd4293d40285b4d3
event/ff5c2097a66730795dacbd5b0bfc6ac1
event/e2fe1c813267daef40594f5d4f2cec02
event/399a68928a329b7fb8ec34ba15fb24de
https://youtu.be/_hffZFm1EKc


Room 14:30pm – 6:00pm W Workshop 5 
Presenters: Jeff Good, Clayton Hamre
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.

Realizing relationships through the collection of spatial data in a documentary project  (Jeff Good, Clayton

Hamre):
•This workshop will consider how documentary work can be augmented to include the collection of spatial information
about a community so that the relationship between its languages and geographic location can be better understood. It
will focus, in particular, on how to achieve this using widely available tools and datasets.
(SESSION RECORDING)
[LINK TO STORY MAP]
[LINK TO VIDEO ON HOW TO CREATE STORY MAPS]

event/40ba5340eaaf879bf4ebb44626a85bda
https://youtu.be/K1LvzvslRBs
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/187a2dab68f646a38d410a297b911348
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSwv5JO8kKA

